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Abstract

As people use the Web information as their major knowledge resource, the
development of computerized Web information management systems is
becoming one of the major streams in the Internet area. There are three major
problems in this development: the first problem is about the ambiguity of target
documents, the so called 'ontology problem'. Text mining and ontology research
mainly focus on this aspect. The second problem is that it is not easy to find the
location of information. This has been a well known problem from the early
stages of Web technology. Many people focus on the push style information
delivery technology to replace the current pull style - for example, RSS (Really
Simple Syndication) and automated Web information monitoring systems. The
third issue is about the complexity of the information on the Web page. This has
been less considered in Web research, but people are now starting to recognize it
as a more crucial conundrum in the real world application.
This research thesis focuses on this third problem. The goal of the research
1s to identify the core information from the heterogeneous Web page
information. This core information contains materials which publishers want to
impart to users. However, Web pages also contain 'noisy information' such as
redundant information and functional information. Whereas core information
helps knowledge management, 'noise information' may impede efficient
knowledge management. Noisy text filtering methods consist of three filtering
modules: phrase length based filter, tag based filter, redundant words elimination
filter,

and redundant phrases elimination filter. Extensive comparative

experiments have been conducted with real world data sets which are collected
from online news Web service sites (ABC, BBC, and CNN). Experiment results
show this approach works efficiently and effectively.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Problems
The World Wide Web (WWW or Web) is a system for delivering
hypermedia over networks using a client/server model. The information on the
Web has different characteristics compared to other media. Firstly, the Web
information is unbounded in space and time, and is available every day around
the world. Secondly, hyperlinks between Web information enhance associations
among many information sources that may be scattered across the world and
written by many authors. Lastly, Web information can be provided in various
media types such as text, sound, image, and movie.
For these reasons, the Web has become very popular over recent years as the
amounts of Web information explosively increases. In 2000, Pierre (SRI, 2000)
estimated the number of pages available on the Web was around I billion with
almost another 1.5 million added per day. Nowadays some internet search
service companies report that they search fo1m about 3 billion pages (Danny
Sullivan, 2003).
Knowledge is an increasingly important source of competitive advantage for
organizations. Know ledge can be obtained from various sources but the Web is
becoming one of the principle sources of organization knowledge because of a
huge amount of information available and its interactive and content-rich nature
(Sellen, Murphy, & Shaw, 2002).
The main purpose of Web information management systems (WIMS) is to
use Web information in a more intelligent way. For this purpose, various AI
technologies are employed. Among them, text categorization technologies are
mostly adopted because they have been focused on intelligent text processing
with many proven solutions (Sebastiani, 2002).
However, it is very difficult to directly apply traditional text categorization
techniques to the Web document in real world applications because real world
2

Web documents have lots of noisy or dirty information, unlike many of wellknown collections (e.g., TREC, Reuters-22578, OSHUMED), and therefore they
lack homogeneity and regularity (Pierre, 2001). Without eliminating these kinds
of data, text classification techniques can not work properly (Yi & Liu, 2003).
The aim of this research is to eliminate noise content and extract core
content from Web documents so enhancing Web information management. To
this end, it is proposed that four text noise filtering methods be tested to measure
their efficiency and effectiveness. This research especially focuses on Web
documents from Web portal sites, such as online news portals because these sites
usually publish large amounts of Web documents and consequently display a
more various noise than that of non-portal Web sites.

1.2 Outline of Thesis
This thesis begins by examining previous work in noise elimination of Web
documents. These results, reported in Chapter 2, highlight the Web information
management system, the text preprocessing methods, and the noise elimination
methods proposed by previous research.
Chapter 3 illustrates the basic approach for eliminating noise information
from Web documents and explains system implementation, including HflVIL
source gather, HTML parser, four text noise elimination filter (phrase length
based filter, tag based filter, redundant words elimination filter, and redundant
phrases elimination filter), and Web based document classifier, which is based
on MCRDR (Multiple Classification Ripple-Down Rules) knowledge acquisition
method.
Two experiments were

conducted to measure the efficiency and

effectiveness of the proposed text noise elimination methods. Chapter 4 explains
experiment methods. Traditional information retrieval evaluation metrics (recall,
precision, fallout, accuracy, and error) are used to evaluate the filter's efficiency.
To evaluate filters effectiveness, Web based MCRDR document classification
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system is used with three different data sets. Inference results of each data set are
compared for the comparative evaluation. Experiment results are explained in
Chapter 5.
In Chapter 6 describes conclusions and highlights direction for futures
investigation, including enhancement of HTML parser, improvement of filtering
approaches, and integration with new Web technologies like XML or Semantic
Web.

4

2. Literature Review
2.1 Web Information Management System

WIMS supports intelligent use of Web information. Web information
finding or gathering systems, Web information classification systems, and Web
information sharing systems, are the main components of WIMS(S. S. Park,
Kim, & Kang, 2003). This section investigates WThifS and specifies which
components are closely related to the research.
2.1.1 Web Information Gathering Systems

Though Web information is abundant and can be used as one of the main
resources of organizational knowledge, it has significant problems because it is
created without any centralized organization and it is therefore hard to find
pertinent information. For this reason, Web information finding or gathering
systems has been the main topics of research since the beginning of the Web.
Web information finding or gathering systems differ according to
information requested. Fig. 1 illustrates different Web information gathering
solutions for different information requirements. They are classified by
information location and the frequency. If the user knows the information
locations and he/she wants to obtain information from them, he/she may directly
access particular Web site. If the user does not know the information locations,
and wants to access them on a once-off basis, he/she may use a 'search' or
'directory service'. Though the user may know the information locations, it is
hard to keep up with changes as the number of direct access Web sites increase.
A Web monitoring system supports this kind of information need by continually
monitoring target Web sites and then making notifications of any alteration to
these sites. If the user wishes to collect new information from the unknown
sources, he/she must combine search and monitoring functionality (S. S. Park et
al., 2003).
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Information Needs and Solutions

2.1.2 KMS and Document Classification Systems

Knowledge management systems (KMS) are tools for effective knowledge
management and are implemented in various domains such as document
repositories, expertise databases, discussion lists, and context-specific retrieval
systems (Davenport, De Long, & Beers, 1998).
Document management is a key practical application of KMS and the
document classification system is anticipated as a promising solution (Alavi &
Leidner, 1999; Kao, Quach, Poteet, & Woods, 2003). There are various Web
document management systems, for example Yahoo, LookSmart, and Open
Directory Project are all popular manually managed categorization services.
However, these kinds of Web document classification systems have
problems since it is not easy to keep pace with the growth of the Web
information as the amount of data rapidly grow, necessitating many people to
maintain the categories. For example, the Open Directory Project involves
36,000 editors, LookSmart employs 200, and Yahoo has over 100 (D. Sullivan,
2003).
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For this reason, there have been various researches for automatic document
classification systems to assign previously unseen documents to appropriate
predefined categories. Currently, machine learning (ML) based document
classification systems are the dominant solution to this problem (Sebastiani,
2002; Sebastiani, Sperduti, & Valdambrini, 2000). Although ML approaches
succeed in both commercial and research areas, ML approaches have some
limitations for the following reasons.
Firstly, the ML classifiers are not efficient when the context changes
because they tend to learn in a way that items similar to the already seen items
are recommended (Mladenic, 1999). However, new Web documents and new
topics are continually created by distributed content publishers. As the context of
classification is continually changed, the knowledge of classification should be
modified according to these context changes. However it is very difficult to
change the ML classifier's knowledge without changing the training data.
Secondly, people tend to express their domain knowledge incrementally
because it is unorganized and often hidden by compiled or tacit knowledge
(Ford, Bradshaw, Adams-Webber, & Agnew, 1993; Musen, 1989). As people
classify some documents and become acquainted with a certain domain, their
knowledge of that domain becomes more elaborate. Therefore, the text
classifier's learning process in this area is not a single or once-for-all process,
but an incremental and continuous procedure (Pierre, 2001).
Usually ML classifiers assume that there exists a set of well defined training
data. However, if the domain knowledge continually changes and the acquisition
of domain knowledge is incremental, it is very difficult to get a training data set
that contains these kinds of unexpected changes. The main problem of
automated classifiers is not creating perfect classification knowledge at a special
point of time, but evolving or extending classification knowledge according to
context change (Kim, Park, Deards, & Kang, 2004).
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Rule based systems (RBS) can be used as alternatives because rules can be
added or modified according to the context changes. However, RBS also have
critical limitations because it is very difficult to acquire new knowledge as the
size of knowledge base increases. It is called the 'knowledge acquisition
bottleneck problem' (Lee, 2003).
Multiple Classification Ripple Down Rules (MCRDR) is a promising
approach because it resolves the traditional knowledge acquisition bottleneck
problem. It supports direct knowledge acquisition by domain experts and
localized knowledge validation with difference lists and special instances, called
cornerstone cases (Compton & Jansen, 1990; Compton, Kang, Preston, &
Mulholland, 1993; Compton & Richards, 2000; Kang, Compton, & Preston,
1996; Kang, Gambetta, & Compton, 1996; Wada, Horiuchi, Motota, & Washio,
2000). Previous research shows the MCRDR based document classification
system works in various classification tasks(Kim, Park, Deards et al., 2004; Kim,
Park, Kang, & Choi, 2004; S.S. Park et al., 2003; Sung Sik Park, Kim, & Kang,
2004a, 2004b).

2.1.3 Web Information Sharing Systems
Knowledge in the WIMS can be shared in an active and passive way. Users
can access personalized information from the Web portal. However, this
approach is passive because users don't know there is new information until they
visit the site. Alternatively, a notification system automatically sends new
information via push technology. Internet software companies developed
applications using what is now known as "push technology", in an attempt to
help users cut through the clutter and retrieve only information that they deem as
relevant. However, 'push' is not the panacea for the Web's information overloads
problems. Users tend to weary of their push clients when they become
overwhelmed by too much delivered content. Brandt and Kristensen (1997)
argue that Web push is too narrowly defined as an alternative delivery method
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for web content and should be constructed as a special case for a more powerful
and flexible Internet notification service.

2.1.4 Summary
This section investigated WIMS. There are many approaches to web
information management but usually they focus on a specific function, such as
monitoring, searching, or sharing. While these approaches may give some
advantages, such methods must be integrated to support successful web
information management. There are three main systems in WIMS - Web
information finding I gathering systems, Web documents classification systems,
and Web information sharing systems. Among them, Web document
classification systems are accessed as the most important component in this
research because this research focuses on a noise text elimination method, and
noise directly effect classification efficiency. In document classification systems,
text preprocessing is closely related to this research, which is investigated in
section 2.2. As explained in section 2.1.2, the MCRDR is a promising approach
for text classification system because it supports context management and
incremental knowledge acquisition. The MCRDR based document classification
system is implemented for this research and will be discussed in Chapter 3.

2.2 Preprocessing for Text Classification
Text preprocessing is basic and critical to most text classification tasks. It
transforms all raw documents into a suitable form, called a "representation,
rendering them readable and usable by the relevant text classification system. A
document is represented by a set of extracted features and their associated
weights. The following section describes typical text preprocessing methods and
how it is related to noise elimination task.

2.2.1 Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is the process of identifying features contained within the
documents. It is a critical step of almost all text classification systems. Extracted
9

features are used to find target concept descriptions of categories. Feature
extraction begins by dividing documents into separate terms, called 'tokens'.
Tokenization is simple for white-spaced languages, like English, because a word
is a string of characters with white space before and after.
Single tokens are most frequently used in text categorization. In this
representation, information about dependency and relative positions of different
tokens are not used. Multiple tokens, namely phrases, consist of more than one
token so it is possible to make use of the dependencies and relative positions of
component tokens (Liao, Alpha, & Dixon, 2003). Whether multiple tokens
improve the accuracy of text categorization has been debated (Sebastiani, 2002).
Some experiment results indicate that multiple tokens are better (Dumais, Platt,
Heckeman, & Sahami, 1998; Sahami, 1996), while other research shows just the
opposite (Lewis, 1992; Scott & Matwin, 1999).

2.2.2 Feature Filtering
Several feature filters are commonly applied prior to feature selection metric
calculation. Rare words and overly common words (stop-word) can be
eliminated and various word forms such as plurals and verb conjugations merge
in to one distinct term (stemming or lemmatizing).
Rare words may be eliminated because they are unlikely to be used to aid in
future categorization. For example, words occurring two or fewer times may be
removed. Word frequencies typically follow a Zipf distribution: the frequency of
each word's occurrence is propositional to 1/rankP, where rank is its rank among
words sorted by frequency, and p is a fitting factor close to 1.0. Easily half of the
total number of distinct words may occur only a single time, so eliminating
words under a given threshold yields great efficiency (Uruza, 2000). The
particular choice of threshold value can have an effect on accuracy. The popular
threshold range is from 1 to 3 (Sebastiani, 2002). This research practice is
unavoidable, and is accepted in that it does not use the class labels of the test set
(Forman, 2003).
10

Overly common words, such as 'a' and 'of', may also be removed because
they make no discrimination for any particular class. Common words can be
identified either by a threshold on the number of documents in which the word
occurs (e.g. if it occurs in over half of all documents), or by supplying a stop
word list. Stop words are language-specific, and often domain specific and may
have the risk of removing words that are essential predicators (Forman, 2003).
Stemming or lemmatizing also reduces the number of features to be
considered. Stemming refers to the process of removing affixes (prefixes and
suffixes) from words because morphological variants of words have similar
semantic interpretations and can be considered as equivalent for the purpose of
text classification application. Stemming is used to conflate word forms to avoid
mismatches that may undermine recall. The Lovins stemmer (Lovins, 1968) and
the Porter stemmer (Porter, 1980) are the two most common stemmers. They are
based on the suffix removal method; the former removes over 260 different
suffixes using a longest-match algorithm, while the latter removes about 60
suffixes in a multi-step approach. Each step iteratively removes suffixes or
makes some transformation of the stem (e.g., -y to -i) (Hull, 1996). However,
these methods has some problems because they operate without a lexicon and
thus ignore word meaning, which leads to a number of stemming errors
(Kravetz, 2000).

2.2.3 Feature Representation
Each document is represented as a vector of words, or "bag-of-words", as is
done in the information retrieval (Salton, Wang, & Yang, 1975; Wong &
Raghavan, 1984). Each vector element gives the coordinate in one of the k
dimensions and corresponds to a concept class. There are two options for
computing the coordinates in feature space. Firstly, binary document vectors use
only two values to indicate the presence or absence of a term. This term can be
either a single token or multiple token. Secondly, vectors based on weighting
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functions use values corresponding to term frequency. Usually the standard
tfidf (Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency) function defined as

,where # (tk,

dj)

denotes the number of times occurrences in document

dj,

and #Tr ( tk) denotes the document frequency of term tk , that is, the number
of documents in Tr in which tk occurs. This function implies that (1) the more
often a term occurs in a document, and (2) the more documents in which a term
occurs, the less discriminating that term is (Sebastiani, 2002).
The choice of representation depends on the situation where the documents
are classified. In situations where the document length varies widely, it may be
important to normalize the counts. But in short documents words are unlikely to
be repeated, making binary representation nearly as informative as counts. This
yields a great savings in training resources and in the search space of the
induction algorithm. The simplicity and effectiveness of the vector space model
makes it the most popular representation method in content-based text
classification systems. However, in this representation all other information,
such as the feature's position and order in documents, is lost (Forman, 2003).

2.2.4 Feature Selection
A major problem in the text classification system is the high dimensionality
of the feature space. It is highly desired to reduce the feature space without
removing potentially useful features for the target concepts of categories. There
are various feature selection metrics - document frequency (DM), information
gain (IG), mutual information (MI), and Chi-squired(x2) statistic (CHI) are the
most common metrics (Forman, 2003; Liu, Liu, Chen, & Ma, 2003; Sebastiani,
2002; Yiming Yang & Pedersen, 1997). Various experimental comparisons of
feature metrics have been carried out (Forman, 2003; Galavotti, Sebastiani, &
Simi, 2000; Yirning Yang & Pedersen, 1997). Yang and Pederson (1997)
reported IG and CHI performed best in their multi-class benchmarks. In contrast,
12

they found MI performed terribly. DF also is a simple but effective feature
selection method for text categorization. Forman (2003) reported that IG yield is
a good metric for various situations but IG and CHI have correlated failures, and
so they work poorly together. Consequently, the relative merits of feature metrics
could be made only as a result of comparative study performed in thoroughly
controlled conditions and on a variety of different situations (Sebastiani, 2002).

2.2.5 Text Preprocessing and Noise Elimination
This section reviewed text preprocessing methods for text classification
tasks. Text preprocessing works properly only if the processing text contains no
noise data. Noise data degrade the performance of feature extraction, the feature
filtering, and the feature representation. Appropriate noise elimination methods
are required since Web documents usually contain lots of noise data. Next
section investigates the prior research results of noise elimination in Web
documents.

2.3 Noise Information in Web Documents
2.3.1 Noise Types
The noise on the Web can be grouped into two categories according to its
granularity (Yi & Liu, 2003). Global noises are redundant Web pages over the
Internet such as mirror sites and legal or illegal duplicated Web pages. Local
noises

(or intra-page redundancy) exist in the Web page.

Banners,

advertisements, and navigational guides are examples of local noises. Global
noise elimination research is related to Web page level filtering technologies.
This research only focuses on the local noise elimination method.
The HTML formatted documents contain three types of information: core
information, redundant information and hidden information. Core information is
the content that has meaning in it, such as the article itself in the internet news
paper article page. This information will be used for text mining tasks such as
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classification and indexing. The aim of research is to develop methods that
discover this information.
Redundant information is added to enhance Web content accessibility or
business intention (e.g. advertisement). W3C (Chisholm, Vanderheiden, &
Jacobs, 2000) proposed a series of guidelines for Web content accessibility. For
example,

"Techniques for Web Content Accessibility Guidelines

1.0"

recommend that:
"(Web pages should) provide equivalent alternatives to auditory and visual
content."(guideline 1) So, (Web should) provide text equivalent for every
non-text element (e.g., via "alt", "longdesc", or in element content). This
includes: images, graphical representations of text (including symbols),
image map regions, animations (e.g., animated GIFs), applets and
programmatic objects, ASCII art, frames, scripts, images used as list bullets,
spacers, graphical buttons, sounds (played with or without user interaction),
stand-alone audio files, audio tracks of video, and video. "

These kinds of contents enhance the user's Web content accessibility, but
they cause problems because it is very difficult to make computer systems
recognize them.
HTML source, the body content of HTTP response message, also contains
'hidden information' like HTML tags, script language and programming
comments, as well as core content and redundant information (see Fig. 2). This
information is dubbed as 'hidden information' because it cannot be seen without
supporting source viewing functionality.
In this thesis we view hidden information and redundant information as
local noise or non-core contents. The problems arise from the fact that three
types of information are mixed in the HTML source and it is very difficult to
separate core information from the other information. Without removing these,
the efficiency of text preporcessing in classification is certainly degraded
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because feature extraction, feature filtering, feature representation and, in the
end, the feature selection do not works appropriately (Lin & Ho, 2002; Yi & Liu,
2003; Yi, Liu, & Li, 2003).

Fig. 2. Web Document Information
2.3.2 Web Noise Data Elimination Methods
Originally data cleansing or noise elimination method dealt with detecting
and removing errors and inconsistencies from data in order to improve its
quality. It is well known in decision support system and data warehouses, where
researchers have focused on the problem of duplicate identification and
elimination (Galhardas, Florescu, Shasha, Simon, & Saita, 2001; Rahm & Do,
2000).
However, Web data cleansing or noise elimination resolves this problem in
different ways . It focuses on detecting or extracting informative section from the
Web documents by information extraction . Wrapper (Kushmerick, 2000;
Kushmerick, Weld, & Doorenbos, 1997) and SoftMealy (Chun-Nan & MingTzung, 1998) are well known systems that extract the structural information
from Web documents by using manually generated templates or examples. The
common disadvantages of information extraction systems are the cost of
templates, domain-dependant natural language processing (NLP) knowledge, or
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annotations of corpora generated by hand. This is why these systems are merely
applied to specific Web applications (Lin & Ho, 2002).
Recently more scalable approaches have been proposed by researchers (BarYossef & Rajagopalan, 2002; Chidlovskii, 2003; Gupta, Kaiser, Neistadt, &
Grimm, 2003; Lin & Ho, 2002; Mukherjee, Yang, Tan, & Ramakrishnan, 2003;
Yi & Liu, 2003; Yi et al., 2003). These usually employ HTML document
structure such as DOM tree structure or <table> tag tree to extract informative
section.
WC3' s Document Object Model (DOM) defines a tree structure for HTML
and XML documents, in which tags are internal nodes of the tree, and texts or
hyperlinks to other trees are leaf nodes. By parsing a Web document's HTML
into a DOM tree, not only can information extracted, but it may also manipulate
smaller units such as specific links within the structure of the DOM tree (Gupta
et al., 2003; Mukherjee et al., 2003; Yi & Liu, 2003; Yi et al., 2003).
<table> tag is easy and convenient to !Ilodularize an HTML page to

several visualized content blocks. Lin and Ho(2002) reported about 70% of all
Web pages use HTML <table> tags after analysing Taiwan dot-corn pages.
Based on this observation, they used <table> tag to partition Web pages and
then calculate entropy value of each feature. According to the entropy value of
each feature in content block, the entropy value of the block is defined. By
analysing the information measure, they proposed a method to dynamically
select the entropy-threshold that partitions block into either informative or
redundant.
Many Web sites consist of templatized pages. A templatized page has a
common shared look and feel, and is usually deployed to aid user navigation.
However, templatized pages skew ranking, information retrieval and data mining
algorithms, and consequently, reduce precision. Bar-Yossef and Rajagoalan
(2002) proposed a template detection and elimination method to extract the
informative section. They propose two template detection algorithms: an
16

algorithm that fits small documents sets and an algorithm that fits large
document sets.
2.3.3 Summary

In this Chapter, related research was reviewed initially by investigating
WIMS, which supports intelligent Web information use. Three core components
are specified - Web information gathering component, Web document
classification component, and Web information sharing component. In relation
to noise data elimination research, Web document classification component is
very important because noise data in Web documents degrades text
preprocessing functions. Various noise elimination methods were proposed.
Usually Web pages are segmented into sub-zones based on HTML structure.
DOM-Trees and <table> tag trees are usually used to this end. The segmented
sub-zones are analysed to identify the relationship and reorganized for special
usage purpose.
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3. System Implementation
This chapter explains the Web based WIMS (WWIMS) implementation.
Section 3.1 describes overall system architecture of the WIMS and specifies
implementation scope of the WWIMS. Section 3.2 explains about HTML source
gather, which gathers Web pages sources. Section 3.3 illustrates HTML parser,
which parse HTML sources into elements tree. Section 3.4 provides a detailed
explanation about filters, which include four filters - phrase length based filter,
tag based filter, redundant words elimination filter, and redundant words/phrases
elimination filter and section 3.5 explains the Web-based MCRDR document
classifier.

3.1 Overall Architecture
The WWIMS has been developed as a part of the Web Information
Management System (WIMS) (Kim, Park, Deards et al., 2004; Kim, Park, Kang
et al., 2004; S.S. Park et al., 2003; Sung Sik Park et al., 2004a, 2004b), which is
implemented by PHP server side script language and MySQL database and
enables domain experts to manage Web information management through the
internet.
The WIMS consists of following sub-systems - Web Monitoring Server
(called WebMon Server), Web based MCRDR document classification system,
stand alone MCRDR document classification system and Web information
distribution system. WebMon Server collects newly uploaded articles from the
registered Web sites, domain experts classify collected information by using the
stand alone or Web based MCRDR classification system, and the classified
results are distributed by a Web information distribution system through various
mediums such as Web portal, e-mail, and XML based RSS notification service.
The Web-based MCRDR document classification system works similarly to
stand alone system but includes noise elimination filtering modules. Fig.3
illustrates the overall architecture of WIMS.
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Fig. 3. Overall Architecture of WIMS
3.2 Text Noise Elimination and Classification Approach
Fig. 4 illustrates the basic process for the Web document noisy elimination
and classification task. Firstly, the system retrieves HTML source from the target
Web site by using WebMon's monitoring results. If the system obtains the

HTML source without errors, the IITJ\1L parser module generates elements tree.
From this tree, the system obtains all the text and removes any noisy data by
using the following filters. Firstly, short texts in the documents are removed by a
phrase length based filter. Some texts between tags, for example hyperlink text
and select texts are removed by a tag based filter. Lastly, redundant information
is removed by using redundant words or phrases filters. After obtaining pure
text, the system tokenizes the text into single tokens. Stop-words are removed
before these single tokens are used by the system, which uses these refined
tokens to produce inference results and creates new rules.
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Get HTML source by using HTTP request.
Recursively parse HTML source to get parsed element tree.
Get all texts by phrase.
Remove short length phrase by using phrase length
based filter.
Remove hyperlink phrase, select tag phrase, javascript, and
comment by using tag-based filter.
Remove redundant words I phrases by using redundant words
phrase elimination filter
Tokenize pure text into tokens
Eliminate common words
Classify information by using Web-based MCRDR
classification system

Fig. 4. Basic Process for Web based Noise Elimination and Classification

The WWIMS consists of the following modules to support the above
process (see Fig. 5):
•

HTML source gather gets HTML source from target Web sites.

•

HTML parser parses the HTML source into elements tree.

•

Redundant words/phrases generator extracts filtering words or
phrases from several documents

•

Phrase length based filter eliminate noise phrase base on phrase
length.

•

Tag based filter filters out special tag phrases.

•

Redundant phrases elimination filter filters out redundant phrases.

•

Text tokenizer splits text into single token and eliminates stopword.

•

Web MCRDR document classifier supports Web document
classification.
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Fig. 5. Web-based MCRDR document classifier
3.3 HTML Source Gather
HTML source gather obtains the HTML source by generating HTTP request
message and obtaining respond message from servers. HTTP (HyperText
Transfer Protocol) is a core foundation of the World Wide Web (Fielding et al.,
1999). HTTP is an application level protocol in the TCP/JP protocol suite, which
is designed for transporting specialized messages over the network. HTTP has
the following characteristics:
•

HTTP is based on the request/response paradigm, which means that
a Web browser generates and sends request messages to Web
servers on the user's behalf. These servers generate response
messages that are sent back to the browsers.

•

The response and request messages consist of a group of lines
containing message headers, followed by a blank line, followed by a
message body. Fig. 6 illustrates the basic request and response
message structure.
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(a) HTTP request message
METHOD /path-to-resource HTTP/version-number
Header-Name-1: value
Header-Name-2: value
Blank line
[optional request body]
(b) HTTP response message
HTTP/version-number status-code message
Header-Name-l:value
Header-Name-2:value
Blank line
[response body)

Fig. 6. HTTP Message Structure

•

HTTP is a stateless protocol, meaning that it has no explicit support
for the notion of state. An HTTP transaction consists of a single
request from a client to a server, followed by a single response from
the server back to the client (Shklar & Rosen, 2003).

To get HTML source, HTML source gathering module generates HTML
request message with the URLs that WebMon collect.
HTTP response message has status code. HTTP version 1.1 defines five
status categories of response messages:
•

lxx- status codes that start with 'l' are classified as informational.

•

2xx - status codes that start with '2' indicate successful responses.

•

3xx - status codes that start with '3' are for purposes of redirection.

•

4xx - status codes that start with '4' represent client request errors.

•

5xx - status codes that start with '5' represent server errors.

If the HTML source gathering module receive response message from Web

servers and the status code is successful (2XX), this HTML source gather passes
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the 'response body' of HTTP response message to HTML parser for further
processing.

3.4 HTML Parser Module
The 'response body' of HTTP response is formatted by HTML (HyperText
Markup language), which allows cross-referencing of documents via hyperlinks.
Over the last ten years, the HTl\1L specification has gone trough a number of
transformations, which focus on tightening the syntax. Therefore, the syntax of
the HTML tag is set firm but the structure of HTML documents is relatively
unconstrained. For example, many HTML elements have optional closing tags,
which in practice are commonly omitted. To make things worse, real HTML
documents often violate even the liberal constraints imposed by the HTML
specification because commercial browsers are tolerant of such noise. Bad
HTML, even if it is rendered properly at the moment, often causes all kinds of
problems over the lifetime of the document (Shklar & Rosen, 2003) and parsing
error is one of them.
There are various HTML parsing approaches for special purposes such as
HTML SAX or XML parser. As explained in section 3.3, bad HTML sources
can be properly displayed with some grammatical errors, but become problems
when parsing HTML sources. The HTML parser usually uses HTML tag
information to parse HTML documents and sometimes it generates erroneous
parsing results because of erroneous HTML tags. Therefore, an appropriate tag
error correction mechanism should be employed for the HTML parser
implementation. For this reason, the proposed system uses automata and HTML
grammar based HTML parser to extract phrases between HTML tags. This
parser is originally developed by A. Y. Kalmykov and publicly available on the
Web (http://anton.concord.ru/). We modified some functions and used to extract
information. This parser corrects syntactic error with HTML grammar and
generates an element tree (see Fig.7), which is used to access specific phrases in
HTML sources.

We call text element, which is enclosed by HTML tags, as
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'phrase' in our research. It can be a word, a sentence, in some cases, and several
sentences and the system uses it as a basic processing element. All phrases
between HT.1V1L tags are extracted from HTML source and each phrase becomes
an element of document phrase list. In the next section, we will explain how
noise filters eliminate noise phrases from this list.
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Fig. 7. HTML Element Tree
3.5 HTML Noise Data Filter Module
Four text noise elimination filters are proposed to eliminate noisy
information in Web Documents - a phrase length based filter, a tag based filer, a
redundant words elimination filter, and a redundant phrases elimination filter.
Each filter is based on some empirical observations or prior research results.
Each filter generates words or phrases that should be eliminated to extract corecontent from HT.1V1L source.
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3.5.l Phrase Length based Filter
The relationship between phrase length, which is measured by character
number of phrase, and core content ratio is analysed. Each phrase is marked
whether it is core content or non-core content and then is counted the number of
phrase per each 20 characters. We set the maximum number of character as 100
because almost of those phrases are core content if the number of character is
greater than 100.
Fig. 8 illustrates the results of this relationship. For this analysis, 20 news
articles collected form 'BBC', 'WebMD', and 'The Australian'. The number of
articles analysed is very small, but the number is considered sufficient because
the contents of these kinds of Web sites are usually generated by template based content generation systems and usually have a similar structure (BarYossef & Rajagopalan, 2002).
The exact relationships between these two factors are different in each site.
For example the 'WebMD' and 'The Australian' have no phrases from 80 to 100
characters whereas the 'BBC' has phrases between this span. However, there are
two significant trends in this relationship. If the phrase length is short, the
probability of non-core content is very high for example if the length is below 20
characters, then the core content rate is above 1.6%. On the contrary, if the
phrase length is long, the probability of core content is very high. Foe example, it
the length is above 100 characters, the ratio of core content is above 99.8%.
For this reason, minimum phrase length threshold is used in system. If a
phrase's length is shorter than minimum phrase length threshold, the phraselength based filter eliminates it from the phrase lists. Twenty characters length is
the minimum length phrase threshold in the system. The efficiency of this filter
is explained in experiment 1 (section 5.1).
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Fig. 8. Relationship between Phrase Length and Core Content Ratio
3.5.2 Tag based Filter
Phrases in the Web documents are enclosed by HTML tags. Though HTML
tags do not express contents information, some data can be extracted from these
HTML tags because HTML tags contain meaning. For example, <title> tag is
used to represent document's title and <hl>, <h2>, .. ., <h6> tags are used to
represent headlines of document's content. In this research HTML tags are used
in two ways. On the one hand, some tags are used to eliminate noise information:
these are termed as negative tags . On the other hand, tags are used to make some
contents remain in the core content lists: these are termed positive tags .
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3.5.2.1 Negative Tags
•

Hyperlinktag (<a>hyperlink text</a>)
Yiming et al. (2002) defined five hypertext regularities (Table 1), examining

these regularities in different domains, while comparing alternative ways to
exploit them. Their results show that the identification of hypertext regularities
in the data and the selection of appropriate representations for the hyperlink in a
particular domain are crucial in real-world problems.
Regularity
None
Encyclopedia
Co-referencing
Pre-classified
Meta data

Definition
Documents neighboring class A document exhibit no pattern.
Documents neighboring class A document are all of class A.
Documents neighboring class A document all share the same
class, but are not of class A.
A single document point only to all document of class A.
Relevant text extract from sources external to the Web
document, or internal but not visible on that document.

Table 1. Definition of Five Possible Regularities
However,

whether hyperlink can help with

classification 1s

still

undetermined. Kleinberg ( 1999) used hyperlink to find "hub" and "authority"
websites, and the PageRank algorithm used by Google for ranking web sites
demonstrate the usefulness of hyperlink on the Web (Brin & Page, 1998). Kuo
and Wong (2000) proposed an algorithm to classify Web documents into subsets
based on hyperlinks in documents and their contents. Border et al. (2000)
reported using link information dramatically improved classification accuracy.
Chakrabarti et al. (1998) also showed that an approach based on iteratively relabelling pages using hyperlink information was successful using data from both
Web pages and the U.S. Patent database. They also illustrated the risk that na"ive
use of terms in the hyperlink of a document can even degrade accuracy and the
need more careful use of hyperlinks. Though the hyperlinks make association
and the linked documents may contain similar contents, it is used as negative tag
because, as explained above, the regularity of hyperlink is not simple and our
main purpose is not feature extraction but to extract core content.
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•

Select tag ( <select><option>text</ option></ select>)
Document association in HTML documents can be performed by selection

tag. In this case, options can be used to link other related contents. A tag based
filter removes option text from phrase lists.
•

Style tag ( <style>style text</ style>)
Phrases that are enclosed by style tags are removed by a tag based filter.

•

Javascript (<script language=" j avascript" >... <I script>)
Javascript is a client-side scripting language that may be utilised in

conjunction with HTML. Javascript codes are enclosed by <script> tag and
javascript events can be used like attributes in HTML tags. A tag filter eliminates
javascript from the phrase lists.
•

Programming Comments ( < ! - - ... - - >)
Various programming comments are included in the HTML source and they

are eliminated by tag based filter.

3.5.2.2 Positive Tags
When phrase sit between positive tags, it does not deleted from the phrase
list though it is specified other filters. Positive tags are based on the fact that
though some tags apply no meaning at all, most HTML tags apply meaning (e.g.,
<p> makes a paragraph, <hl> makes a heading etc.). Among them <title>,
<meta>, <p>, and <hl>, <h2>, ... ,<h6> are used as positive tags. The phases

between these tags are not removed.
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3.5.3 Redundant Words and Phrases Elimination Filter
3.5.3.1 Redundant Words Elimination Filter

This approach is based on the fact that redundant words usually appear in
several Web pages at the same number and to extract features of the document,
we must eliminate those words as that number must be eliminated. To obtain
redundant words and their number, the user manually selects documents from the
Web site and the filter system gets minimum co-occurrence words and their
number among the selected documents. These words and their counts are
registered as filter words. Fig. 9 illustrates the redundant words filter generation
process. When a document is processed by classification system, the filter words
are eliminated from the feature data. For example, in Fig. 9 {a , c , f, f}
are filtering words of this Web site. If a Web article from this Web site has
keywords set like { a , a , c , f , f , g, h}, keywords { a , c , f , f }
should be eliminated when the classification extracts feature from the document.
Therefore, the feature data of this document is { a , g, h} .

Generate a sub-set (m) of monitored Web pages (M).
e.g. M={Wz, Wz, ... , WnJ
m={Wz, Ws, W9}
,where Wi represents collected Web pages.
Generate words and their count list of each Web page.
W2 = {a, a, b, b, c, f, f}
W5

={a, b, c, e, f, f}

W9 ={a, C, g, f, f}
,where small letter represents words
Choose the words list (WsmallestJ that has smallest words (e.g. W9).
Choose one word (wi) from Wsmallest.
If w exists all word list
Add w to filtering words (WfilterJ
(e.g. wfilter= {a, c, f, f} )

Fig. 9. Redundant Words List Generation Algorithm
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3.5.3.2 Redundant Phrases Elimination Filter
The redundant phrases filter is based on the same idea that the redundant
words elimination filter uses except that it computes redundancy by phrases, not
words. Fig. 10 illustrates this approach. Firstly, the system selects several
documents and generates a phrase list of each document. Common phrases from
the selected documents are registered as filtering phrases. In this example
{p 1 , p 3 } are filtering phrases. If a Web documents has these phrases, they are

removed while text preprocessing.

Generate a sub-set

(m)

e.g. M={W1,

W2,

... ,

m={W2,

W5,

Wg}

of monitored Web pages

{M).

WnJ

,where Wi represents collected Web pages.
Generate phrase list of each Web page.
W2 ={P11P2,p3,p4,p5,p7,pa}
Ws ={p9,P10,P11,P11P3}
W9 ={p13,p14,p1,p3}
,where small letter represents words
Choose the phrase list (WsmalleseJ

that has smallest phrases

(e.g.W9).
Choose one phrase

(Pi)

from Wsma11est.

I f Pi exists other documents
Add p 1 to filtering phrases
(e.g.

Wtilter={P11P3}

(WtilterJ

J

Fig. 10. Redundant Words List Generation Algorithm
Though redundant words elimination filter and redundant phrases
elimination filter are based on same idea, they have different characteristics.
Firstly, the elements that are computed for redundancy are different. The former
uses words and the latter uses phrases between tags. Though a phrase may be a
word, usually it is more than one word. Secondly, the former focuses on feature
extraction from Web documents but the latter focuses on core content extraction.
Therefore the former does not concern the context or contents of the documents
but the latter help maintain document's context. Though these two approaches
are different in elimination process, the feature representation would be same if
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they successfully work. Our experiment result in section 4.2 shows that their
filtering efficiencies are identical.
3.6 Web based MCRDR Document Classifier Module
The Web based MCRDR document classification module (MCRDR
classifier) uses production rules similar to the traditional rule-based system. Each
rule consists of two parts - condition and conclusion. The MCRDR classifier
evaluates the existence of certain keyword sets in the documents, while in
conclusion it indicates the folders into which the document would be classified if
the rule is fired.
However, the MCRDR classifier has different features compare to the
traditional rule-based system because each rule has coherent case or cases, which
is called 'cornerstone cases' that are used to create special rule. The cornerstone
cases contain context information and are used for the new rule validation.
3.6.1 Rule Types and Inference
The MCRDR classifier uses three types of rule - ground breaking rule,
refining rule, and stopping rule. A ground breaking rule is created under the root
node to make a new branch under the root node (e.g., rule 1 - 4, 11 in Fig. 11). A
refining rule is created under the ground breaking rule or other refining rule to
make an exception of the current rule (e.g., rule 5 - 8 in Fig. 11). A stopping rule
is created under the ground breaking rule, refining rule, or other stopping rule. If
a case (document) is fired by the stopping rule, it does not classify into the folder
that its parent rule indicates (e.g., rule 9 in Fig. 11).
A classification recommendation (conclusion) is provided by the last rule
satisfied in a pathway. All children of the satisfied parent rule are evaluated,
allowing for multiple conclusions. The conclusion of the parent rule is only
given if none of the children are satisfied (Compton & D., 2000; Kang, Compton
et al., 1996; Martinez-Bejar, Ibanez-Cruz, Compton, & Cao, 2001).
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KBS - Inference

SFS - Present Results

Unseen HTML Document

Extract

<ord List

Fig. 11. MCRDR Knowledge Base and Recommendation
3.6.2 Knowledge Acquisition
Knowledge Acquisition (KA) and inference are inextricably linked in the
MCRDR method, so some KA steps depend on inference and vice versa
(Compton & Richards, 2000; Kang, Compton et al., 1996; Kang, Gambetta et al.,
1996). The KA process is initiated when domain experts do not satisfy current
recon:unendations, do not get any recommendation, or want to move or copy
some pre-classified documents from one category to other. This approach has
similar premises of constructivism because the domain experts' decision for
initiating a new KA process depends on the range of convenience (Ford et al.,
1993; Kelly, 1955).
In the MCRDR classifier, the domain experts must make decisions about the

differences and similarities between objects to validate a new rule. Though they
can see the internal knowledge base schema in the proposed system, it is not
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directly used for KA validation and verification processes. Instead, the module
uses a difference list and comerstone cases for intermediate representation
(Compton & D., 2000; Compton et al., 1993; Compton & Richards, 2000; Kang,
Compton et al., 1996; Kang, Gambetta et al., 1996).
When domain experts initiate the KA process, the MCRDR classifier
generates a keyword set. Once the domain experts select a folder, the classifier
retrieves all cases that have keywords that are used in rules that indicate the
selected folder. The different list consists of keywords of the new document that
do not exist in the selected validation cases. The difference list will be recreated
if the domain experts select more validation cases that can not be classified into
this folder. If the domain experts select keyword(s) from the difference list, the
MCRDR classifier generates a duplicated cases list from storage which will be
classified into the new folders. The domain experts can add new keyword until
there remain only cases in the duplicated list that would be reclassified by a new
rule. The cornerstone cases and difference list assist the domain experts when
they validate new rules and verify reclassification of cases. A prior study shows
that this guarantees low cost knowledge maintenance (Kang, Compton et al.,
1996; Kang, Gambetta et al., 1996).
Fig. 12 illustrates the MCRDR classifier's user interface. Newly collected
article lists are displayed in the left section. If the user makes one choice from
this article list, the inference results are shown to user with fired rule and destine
folders. The user can then take several actions: accept all inference results, create
new rule, accept selected inference result, and make a stopping rule or refining
rule.
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4. Experiment Methods
This Chapter discusses the details of experiment methods and begins by
providing information on the data sets used in the experiments. There then
following an explanation of how the experiments are designed.

4.1 Data Set Used
Experiments in this research were conducted using data sets collected by the
Web Monitoring System, called WebMon, for about five month (April, 2004 September, 2004) from recognized Web-based health information sites (BBC,
ABC, and WeblVID). The WebMon system collects newly uploaded information
from the registered Web site when new information is available. It periodically
revisits the registered Web sites and finds newly updated links (S. S. Park et al.,
2003). The WebMon system originally collected 7,780 articles from three Web
sites. 757 documents were randomly selected for experiment 1 and 500
documents for experiment 2. Table 2 summarizes experiments data sets.
Experiment 1

Experiment 2

BBC

270

255

Web MD

237

245

ABC

250

Total

757

500

Table 2. Experiment Data Sets
These data sets were selected because they contain real data. What is meant
by real-world documents is that they are not machine generated. All documents
in these data sets were written by humans for some purpose other than the
purpose of testing text mining systems. Though there are several publicly
available corpora (e.g., Reuters-21578 and 20-Newsgroups), these corpora are
not appropriate for this research, eliminating noisy text from original documents
that are formatted by illML, because they are not HTML formatted and are
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already cleaned. HTML source gather generates HTTP request and obtain
"response body" of HTTP response message to use our experiments.

4.2 Evaluation Methods
4.2.1 Experiment 1 - Efficiency of Filtering
The aim of experiment I is to measure the efficiency of filters. Namely, it
focuses on the question - "how the system correctly eliminates noise data from
Web documents?" All selected data are processed by the filtering system and the
filtering results are verified by the user. The phrases that the system process are
originally core content or not, and the system proposes that the phrases core
content or non-core content. Contingency table (Table 3) illustrates each
situation.

YES is correct

NO is correct

Assigned YES

a

b

Assigned NO

c

d

Notation:
cell a counts the documents correctly assigned to this category;
cell b counts the documents incorrectly assigned to this category;
cell c counts the documents incorrectly rejected from this category;
cell d counts the documents correctly rejected from this category.

Table 3. Contingency Table for Evaluation

Conventional performance metrics are defined and computed from these
contingency tables. These measures are recall (r), precision (p), fallout (j),
accuracy (Ace) and error (Err):

if a +c>O, otherwise undefined;
p=a!(a + b) if a +b>O, otherwise undefined;
f =b!(b + d) if b + d >0, otherwise undefined;
r =a I( a + c)
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Ace= (a+ d)/n where n=a + b + c + d >0;
Err= (b + c)/n where n=a + b + c + d >0.

4.2.2 Experiment 2 - Effectiveness of Filtering

Experiment 2 focuses on the effectiveness of the filtering system, namely"
how the noise filtering system helps a Web information management system to
work effectively". The effectiveness of the system is measured by the correctness
and the cost of the Web information management system's operation.
To this end, the MCRDR classifier was employed as a Web information
management system. Three data sets are created by processing three different
filtering methods: Data set 1 is processed by phrase length based filter, tag based
filter and redundant phrases elimination filter. Data set 2 is processed by phrase
length based filter, tag based filter and redundant words elimination filter. Data
set 3 is not processed by any filter.
The experiment includes the following procedures: Firstly, Data set 1 is
classified by using the Web-based MCRDR document classifier. Secondly, Data
sets 2 and 3 are automatically classified by using the knowledge base that is
created by Data sets 1 classification. Lastly, the inference results of Data sets 1,
2, and 3 are compared to measure the comparative effectiveness of filtering
system.
The effectiveness can not be evaluated by an absolute measure because the
correctness of classification is not an absolute measure, as they are influenced
by various factors, such as subject (user), situation, cognitive factors, and
temporal factors (Kowalski, 1997). For this reason, correctness is only measured
comparatively by assuming that Data sets 1's inference results are correct.
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5. Results
5.1 Experiment 1 Results - Efficiency of Filtering
5.1.1 Filtering Phrases
HTML parser generates elements trees and generates all phrase lists when a
document is requested to process. Short phrases are eliminated by the phrase
length based filter, and hyperlink text, option text, javascript, and programming
comments are eliminated by the negative tag-based filter.

Some short phrases

(e.g., title and meta phrase) remained in phrase list because of the positive tagbased filter. Redundant phrases are generated before experiments and differ from
Web site to Web site like w1iting styles differ from writer to writer. Table 4
summarizes the number of redundant filtering phrases.
Number of Filtering Phrases

BBC

103

WebMD

20

ABC

27

Table 4. Number of Filtering Phrase
5.1.2 Filtering Results
Table 6 summarizes the system's filtering results. A total of 108,840 phrases
were extracted from 757 articles. Among them, 67,369 (59.2%) phrases were
filtered out by the phrase length based filter, 15,286 (16.9%) phrases were filtered
out by the tag based filter, and 6,995 (6.4%) phrases were filtered out by the
redundant phrase elimination filter. 19,190 (17.6%) phrases were proposed as core
content.
On average, each article has 101.49 phrases - the phrase length filter is 60.09,
the tag filter is 17 .11, the redundant phrase filter is 6.46, and core content is 17 .82.
Each Web site has different number of phrases.
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The non core content ratio (phrase length filter + tag filter + redundant
phrases filter) (81.1 % - 83.2%) and core content ratio (16.8% - 18.9%) differ
from each site but exhibits very similar trends.
Non-Core Contents
Total

Phrase

Redundant

Core

Phrases

Contents

Tag
Length
Filter
Filter

Filter
Total (757)

108,840

67,369

15,286

6,955

19,190

Ratio

100%

59.2%

16.9%

6.4%

17.6%

Average

101.49

60.09

17.11

6.46

17.82

48,915

29,554

9,083

2,060

8,218

Ratio

100%

60.4%

18.6%

4.2%

16.8%

Average

181.2

109.46

33.64

7.63

30.44

27,730

15,827

3,839

2,821

5,243

Ratio

100%

57.1%

13.8%

10.2%

18.9%

Average

117.0

66.78

16.20

11.90

22.12

32,195

21,988

2,364

2,114

5,729

Ratio

100%

68.3%

7.3%

6.6%

17.8%

Average

128.8

87.95

9.46

8.46

22.92

BBC (270)

WebMD (237)

ABC (250)

Note: The number of () 1s article number.

Table 5. Filtering Results

5.1.3 Filtering Efficiency Results
The suggestions that the system proposes are not perfectly correct. Some
phrases may be core content though the system suggests non-core content or
maybe non-core content though the system suggests core content. To measure
filtering efficiency, the suggestions of the system are verified by the user.
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Five metrics (recall, precision, fallout, accuracy, and error) were used to
measure the efficiency of filters as explained in 4.2.1. Table 6 illustrates the
efficiency results of filters. The efficiency of BBC and Webl\ID are very similar
though the former (103) uses more filtering phrases than that of the latter (27) and
the efficiency of ABC is better than Webl\ID's and BBC's efficiency. On average,
the recall is 95.2, the precision is 88.8, and the accuracy is 97.3.
Recall

Precision

Fallout

Accuracy

Error

BBC

93.8

87.1

2.6

96.9

3.1

Webl\ID

93.4

89.5

2.4

96.9

3.1

ABC

98.3

89.7

2.1

98.0

2.0

Average

95.2

88.8

2.4

97.3

2.7

Table 6. Efficiency of Filter
The accuracy rate of filters is not perfect (BBC and WebMD are 96.9% and
ABC is 98.0%) for the following reasons:
Firstly, some HT1\1L parsing is incomplete because of HT1\1L documents
irregularity. The HT1\1L source is very messy because the HT1\1L syntax support
not strict than that of other program language, and commercial Web browser
perfectly process some erroneous or incomplete HT1\1L sources.
Secondly, in some cases, the phrase length filter works inappropriately as
some core contents are eliminated because the length is very short (e.g., sub title,
list ilems, and table contents). These kinds of eITors can be eliminated by using the
tag property (positive tag filter) but the required functions were not fully
implemented when the experiment was conducted.
Thirdly, some errors take place in the tag filter functions, especially, as the
hyperlink tag (<a> ... </a>) in the main text is improperly eliminated.
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5.2 Experiment 2 Results - Effectiveness of Filtering

500 articles are collected from two online health news Web sites (BBC and
WebMD). Three different data sets were created as explained in section 4.2.2.
Data Set 1 is filtered by redundant phrases elimination filter and two other filters.
Data Set 2 is filtered by redundant words elimination filter and two other filters.
Data Set 3 does not use any filter.
5.2.1 Classification Results of Data Set 1

Firstly Data Set 1 is classified by the Web based MCRDR document
classifier. 239 rules were created with 708 condition keywords (see Appendix A).
Average keywords per rule were 2.96. 82 folders were created under eight top
categories; alternative medicine, drug information, disease, demographic groups,
pregnancy, sexual health, social and family issues, and well being. Average
articles per rule were 4.12 and average articles per folder were 12.01. Tables 7
and 8 illustrate Data Set 1's classification results.
Condition

1

2

3

4

>4

Total

Rule Number

21

54

100

51

13

239

Article Number

269

306

296

84

30

985

Average

12.81

5.67

2.96

1.65

2.31

4.12

Table 7. Classification Results - Rules and Articles
Folder Depth

1

2

3

Total

Folder Number

3

45

34

82

Article Number

7

681

297

985

Average

2.33

15.13

8.74

12.01

Table 8. Classification Results - Folders and Articles
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5.2.2 Effectiveness of Filters - Inference Results Comparison
The articles in Data Sets 2 and 3 were automatically classified using Data Set
1 's classification knowledge base. The inference results of Data Set 2 show
similar inference results, which means the redundant phrases filter and the
redundant words filter were identical in feature extraction and inference task, but
the inference results of Data Set 3 were very different. The Web MCRDR
classifier suggested almost more than three times the inference results, which
means the inference results of Data Set 3 contain many erroneous results. The
effectiveness can be measured from the cost of inference, namely how many rules
are needed to repair erroneous inference results. Initially it was planned to conduct
this kind of experiment. However, it is almost impossible to repair Data Set 3' s
inference results because the feature data of Data Set 3 contain lots of redundant
information. Table 9 illustrates inference results comparison.
Data Set 2

Data Set 1

Article
Number

Data Set 3

Avg.

Avg.

Avg.

BBC

255

502

1.97

470

1.84

1,226

4.81

WebMD

245

483

1.97

496

2.02

1,828

7.46

Total

500

985

1.97

966

1.93

3,054

6.11

Table 9. Inference Result Comparison
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6. Conclusions and Further Work
The goal of this research was to investigate and develop core content
extraction from Web documents for Web information management. To achieve
this, a text noise filtering system was built. It is based on phrase length based
filtering, tag based filtering, redundant phrases elimination filtering methods. The
phrase length based filter eliminated phrases whose length was smaller than
minimum phrase length of phrase filter. The tag based filter worked negatively or
positively. The negative tag filter removed phrases with special tags such as
hyperlink and select tag. Inversely, the positive tag filter was used to remain some
phrases even though other filters proposed that the phrase should be eliminated.
Lastly, the redundant phrase filter was applied to redundant phrases that exist in
several documents. The redundant phrases are registered as filtering phrases and
those phrases were eliminated when the system generated a feature of document.
Two experiments were conducted to demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness
of the proposed filtering methods. The experiment results show that the proposed
methods work efficiently and effectively.
There are a variety of possible directions related to this research which may
be explored further in the future studies.
•

Enhance HTML parser
The HTML parser supports HTfV[L structure recognition and content
extraction. It should be intelligent ways for more sound results. HTML
documents are very irregular because they can be generated without strict
restriction on syntax and some browser also correctly renders bad formatted
HTML. For this reason, HTML parser should be adaptable and trainable for
various situations.

• Extend phrase length based filter capability
The main issue of phrase length based filter is determining the minimum
phrase length threshold. In current system, it is done manually and without
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variation according to the Web sites. However, the value of threshold should
be generated more intelligent way.
• Extend positive tag filter capability
Various exceptions occur when using a phrase length based filter because sho1t
content can be used core content, for example sub title, list items, and table
formatted contents. To avoid this kind of error, the phrase length based filter
does not apply filter when a short length filter is expected. This kind of
avoidance can be performed by positive tag based filters.
• Enhance article selection procedure for redundant words I phrases elimination
filter
Redundant words and phrases are extracted from several articles if they are
continually appeared in these documents. If Web portals use one template,
selecting articles from Web portal is simple. However Web portals usually use
several different templates to generate their contents. In this case, selecting
documents is not a simple process because it needs knowledge for identifying
whether the documents use same template. For this reason, the user specifies
which documents are used to generate redundant elements but future system
should support automatic document selection.
• Integrate with XML or Semantic Web Approach
Xlv'.IL and the Semai1tic Web try to attach some information that is used in
information management tasks.

Therefore, only if the system knows their

protocol, extracting core content from XML or Semantic Web documents is
easier than from the HTML documents. Future system should support content
extraction from these kinds of documents as well as HTML formatted
documents.
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8. Appendices
Appendix A Rule Base of Data Sets 1
Condition

Folder

1 diabetes

Diabetes

2 yoga

Body Work

3 osteoporosis

Osteoporosis

4 menopause

Women

5 autism

Autism

6 antidepressant

Drugs for Disease

7 statin

Drugs for Disease

8 superbugs

Superbug

9 chlamydia

Sexual Transmitted Diseases

10 obesity

Diet & Obesity

11

depression

Depression

12 meningitis

Meningitis

13

stroke

Stroke

14 osteoarthritis

Osteoarthritis

15

Asthmatics

asthma

16 mumps

Mumps

17 sars

SARS

18 birthmark

Skin, Hair & Nails

19 hiv

AIDS

20 adhd

ADHD

21

Arthritis

arthritis

22 alcohol , drinking

Drinking Alcohol

23

Prostate

cancer , prostate

24 nonprescription , painkillers

Painkiller

25 enamel , teeth

Mouth & Teeth

26 multiple , sclerosis

Multiple Sclerosis

27 dysfunction , erectile

Erectile Dysfunction

28 plastic , surgery

Beauty & Plastic Surgery

29 language , learning

Mental Health & Behavior

30 cancer , lung

Lung

31

Smoking

antismoking , smoking
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32 headache , migraine

Headache & Migraine

33 suicide , teen

Suicide

34 arthritis , rheumatoid

Arthritis

35 ovulation , pregnancy

Prenatal Health

36 brain , falters

General Issues

37 hrt , menopause

Sex and the Elderly

38 antidepressant , pregnancy

Tests & Procedures

39 antidepressant , drug

Antidepressant

40 crestor , prescribe

Drugs for Disease

41 antiseizure , epilepsy

Epilepsy

42 cancer , ovarian

Ovarian

43 diet , obesity

Diet & Obesity

44 abuse , child

Children & Teengers

45 bowel , cancer

Cancers

46 blmdness , colour

Eyes and Vision

47 ovarian , problems

Women

48 child , obesity

Children & Teengers

49 carb , chromium

Food & Nutrition

50 marijuana , medical

General Health News

51 drugs , meningitis

Drugs for Disease

52 drowning , nsk

General Health News

53 glaxo , glaxosmithkline

Industry News & Companies

54 quitting, smoking

Smoking

55 operation , surgical

Medical Service

56 breast , cancer

Breast

57 enzyme , paraoxonase

Poisoning

58 replacement , teeth

Mouth & Teeth

59 disorders , sleep

Sleep Disorder

60 conjoined , twins

Genetics & Birth Defects

61

Medical Service

health, nhs

62 aids, hiv

AIDS

63 stress , stressbusters

Stress

64 children , smoking

Smoking

65 curry , mustard

Food & Nutrition

66 atkins , diets

Diet & Obesity

67 sports , stress

General Health News
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68 cancer , cells

Cancers

69 mrsa , superbug

Superbug

70 bird, flu

Bird flue

71

supplement , tea

Food & Nutrition

72

cloning , human

Human Cloning

73 cancers , patients

Cancers

74 cancer , cervical

Cervical

75 chinese , mushrooms

Food & Nutrition

76 insomnia , sleep , trouble

Sleep Disorder

77

Headache & Migraine

headache , migraine , sinus

78 cancer , celebrex , drugs

Cancer

79 activity , exercise , physical

Exercise & Physical Activity

80 disorder , posttraumatic , stress

Stress

81 carb , deficiency , vitamin

Food & Nutrition

82 breast , cancer , mammography

Breast

83 fruits , vegetable , vitamm

Food & Nutrition

84 activity , sex , sexual

Healthy Sex

85 cancer , radiotherapy , testicular

Cancers

86 exercise , gym , muscle
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